Nixon-Egli Equipment Co., LeeBoy and
Cocco Construction Company, Inc.

Above: Cocco Construction Company, Inc.’s brand new
LeeBoy 8510C paving machine on parking lot project
in San Diego.
Right: Dan Cocco, President and daughter Tracy Hill,
CFO/Office Manager of Cocco Construction
Company, Inc.

Cocco Construction Company is a family owned and operated asphalt paving and concrete construction
company that has been primarily serving San Diego County for the past 40 years. They offer a wide array
of services including asphalt paving and maintenance, concrete paving and repair, ADA compliance, parking
lot striping, parking lot re-sealing, excavation and trenching, demolition, saw-cutting and core-drilling.
Cocco Construction Company also offers the industries most experienced crews, supported by the best
equipment technology available. Dan Cocco is the company’s owner and president and he has been
dealing with Nixon-Egli Equipment Co. for many years. “The time had come for us to add another new
paver to our fleet and there was no question that it was going to be another LeeBoy,” says Cocco. “We
went with the LeeBoy 8510 C and this is our fourth LeeBoy paving machine.”
The LeeBoy 8510 C paver features the Legend 815HD electric screen that offers a seemless mat with
adjustments on the fly. It also comes standard with a heavy-duty, manually adjustable crown and valley
mechanism and dual vibration system. Part of what makes the LeeBoy 8510 C so easy to operate is the
dual lever joystick steering control, located on both sides of the machine. For those that prefer standard
hydraulic operating controls, that is available onboard as well.
Dan points out that his company’s scope of work calls for smaller, more versatile
pavers that can perform well in tight quarters. “We go with the LeeBoy for its ease
of operations and transport. The set-up is quick and easy and our crews really know
how to get the best from theses machines,” says Cocco. “I have worked with
Nixon-Egli and Allen Hahn for many years and just can not say enough about their
tremendous support staff for everything from sales to parts and service,” says
Cocco. “Also, Allen Hahn is a fellow Marine and we Marines stick together. We look
forward to dealing with Nixon-Egli and LeeBoy for many more years.”
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